
MINUTES 
OF THE MEETING OF THE IWWF EUROPE & AFRICA TOURNAMENT COUNCIL 

held at University College London, Great Britain 
on Saturday 9th and Sunday 10th February 2019

1. Attendance and apologies for absence

Candido Moz Chairman
Dimos Alexopoulos
Donal Connolly
Christophe Duverger
Hannu Rintanen
Stian Lilleberg 
Nigel Talamo
Ricardo Botas                    
Manon Costard Athlete Representative

Apologies for absence:
Inessa Potes Secretary – no federation support

Candido welcomed the TC to London. The meeting was held in London because some members 
would not have been able to travel to Tel Aviv which was originally scheduled.
Inessa's absence prompted a discussion on the importance of Federation support for their 
representatives on the various councils. Council members are all volunteers yet their expenses 
are onerous and any federation support is both encouraged and welcomed.

2. Approval of the Minutes of the November TC meeting

The minutes of the TC meeting held on Saturday 10th and Sunday 11th Novermber 2018 at the 
Hotel Radisson Blu, Split, were approved and signed as a true record



3. Matters Arising from the Minutes and items from Other Business

a) Tel Aviv Congress Highlights
Candido attended the Congress in Tel Aviv. He reported that the congress was 
successful however the attendance numbers were poor with no representation 
from some councils. Admincom requests that the Councils make a stronger effort 
to attend future events. 

Dimos gave a progress presentation on the EMS. He is waiting for some data from 
the office to be released but the system is basically ready to roll out. It will be 
tested from March and modified and refined as necessary throughout the year. It 
is intended to be totally ready for full implementation from the 2020 season. In 
addition it will link to the live scoring feed. There is an issue with GDPR which will 
be resolved by allowing athletes to be able to edit their own information. 

b) Problem with a slalom competition 18HUN002. (Update on action)
Following on from the report in the November 2018 minutes. A popular slalom 
tournament was held in Hungary in 2016. When the end course video was checked
it was apparent that there was one driver whose boat path was constantly out of 
tolerance. The inaccuracies were confirmed when the video was independently 
checked using another system on a different continent. After correspondence with
the organisers and the local federation to confirm the identities of the officials 
involved, all scores attained behind this driver were discounted. Furthermore, the 
L2 officials involved were requested to attend the 2019 seminar in Antwerp.
One member of the Hungarian organisation took exception to the TC process and 
action taken. He wrote a letter of complaint to the TC which was well circulated. 
However, both the TC and Admincom feel that the tone of the letter was not 
appropriate and have demanded an apology.
The TC  appreciates that this incident and its publicity has highlighted the problem 
of bad driving and the possible consequences.
14th February update: Following the sending of a letter from Admincom to the 
Hungarian organisation, a letter of apology was received and accepted.

c) New End Course Technology update
At the February meeting last year, Donal announced that he was developing a new
piece of technology which will automatically monitor end course video in real time 
and generate an instant analysis of the boat path with a pass or fail result. All boat 
paths will be compiled into a summary which can be sent to the TC. 
Due to unforseen circumstances, the system's development has taken longer than 
expected. Donal will conduct the next stage of testing this March in Florida with 
the expectation that some sites will be able to start using it later this season.

d) Additional rule proposal
In order to make a fair judgement of driving standards, there is a need to look at 
all slalom passes, not only those of 11m and below.  It is proposed that E&A 
additional rule 1.11 and World rule 14.15 be changed to reflect this. Furthermore 
the TC recognises that uploading all EC video takes significant time for organisers 
and/or homologators. To ease this task, the physical media containing all video 
should now be sent directly to Donal Connolly. Additional rule 1.12 will be altered. 
(When the hardware end course monitoring system is ready and installed, there 
will be no need to submit videos.)



e) Jump boat path
There followed a short discussion on jump boat path issues. This was raised at the 
November 2018 meeting and the Athletes and Drivers commissions are trying to 
come up with solutions to improve the situation. We are expecting proposals at 
the March meeting.

f) Third party checking
In 2018 there were some instances at title and elite events where organisers and 
some officials were accused of 'manipulating' conditions. Organisers are not happy
with this situation. In addition some elite skiers are losing trust in European 
tournament scores. The TC discussed the viability of sending, un-announced, an 
independent homologator to some of these events to conduct spot checks.  There 
are practical considerations for instance, the availability of homologators and of 
course the cost. We invite feedback on this proposal. 

g) Medals
As in previous years, the medal order will be compiled by Nigel and sent to the 
supplier before the end of February. 

h) U21 Worlds date
Some European countries are concerned about the dates of the World U21 
Championship. The current date interrupts school schedules in some countries. 
The TC is encouraging worried federations to voice their concerns to the IWWF.

4. Distribution of paperwork

The following papers were distributed with the assistance of the Office.

a) 2019 Seminar information. Sent and published on our website.
b) November 2018 meeting minutes have been published and distributed.
c) Call for interest in the 2019 World Titled events.
d) Information for the Congress was sent to the Office in good time.

5. Finance

a) Finalisation of the budget for 2019
All fines and fees have been received and Dominique has finalised the budget for 
2019. The TC has a surplus this year which needs to be used. 
Initial proposals include: Using some funds to help organisers at titled and elite 
events set up live streaming. Funding third party checks (see 3f above). Help with 
mentoring new officials. Further discussion will take place during the Antwerp 
meeting.

b) Review of E&A Championship travel grants
Agreed that all foreign E&A officials appointed to titled events will  receive €300  
to help with travel. Local officials will receive €100.



c) Review of  travel grants for World Titled events
E&A officials appointed to the World Open or the World U21 events will  receive 
€400 to help with travel. E&A WTC representatives (not appointed as officials at 
the World Open) will also receive €400. 

6. Officials

a) Review of  Officials' activities and qualifications.
Donal had compiled a comprehensive list of officials' activity in 2018. The easy to 
read chart was reviewed by the TC. There were a few amendements with some 
downgrades. These changes are compiled into a chart which is attached at the end 
of this document. Appendix 1.
There is a proposal to institute an Emeritus grade to recognise Officials who have 
given outstanding service over many years but who may no longer be active.

b) Officials list
The complete list of officials qualified for 2019 wil be compiled and published on 
the E&A website http://iwwfeatc.com/list-of-officials

c) Calendar 2019
The calendar is published as usual on the TC website: http://iwwfeatc.com/2019-
calendar. Officials are invited to inscribe themselves for tournaments at 
http://iwwfeatc.com/2019-calendar

d) Registration deadline (Proposal from Botas)
Ricardo has proposed that there be an early deadline to register Elite and CP events. 
This is in order to protect dates and avoid clashes. It is also desirable to have a long 
lead in time when securing sponsorship. 
Events should be registered before the 6th of November (suggested) the previous year.
After the 6th November, dates registered will be protected and no other Cash Prize or 
Elite competition will be permitted to register on those dates. If 2 tournaments bid for
the same date, the TC will decide which has priority. 

e) Development planning proposal
Donal proposed that the TC work on a plan to encourage officials to become more 
fluent. This could include:
Help with attending more events.
Mentoring from experienced officials.
Support with training materials.
Help with setting up technical equipment.
The TC has some surplus funds which may be used to help. This is an ongoing 
discussion which we hope to develop.

7. Major Event Panels

Major events scheduled for 2019:



05-07 July World U21 Championships CAN Edmonton
18-21 July E&A Open Championships ESP Seseña
25-28 July E&A 35+ Championships GRE Ioannina
01-03 August E&A U21 Championships UKR Dnipro
12-18 August World Open Championships MAS Putrajaya
27-29 August Mediterranean Beach Games GRE Patras
27-31 August E&A Youth Championships FRA Roquebrune-sur-Argens
12-14 October ANOC World Beach Games USA San Diego

a) Call for interest in E&A Titled events
Donal will prepare the letter to be sent to all officials inviting them to apply for 
positions at the E&A Title events. The deadline for applications will be March 10 th 
2019. Title event panels will be discussed and allocated by the TC during an internet 
conference which will take place on 22nd  March at 2100 CET.

b) Nomination of E&A officials to World Titles
From applications received, the TC has nominated 2 Drivers, 3 Judges and 2 Scorers to 
officiate at the Open Worlds, Putrajaya, Malaysia; 12-18 August 2018.
In addition, the TC nominated 1 Scorer, 1 Homologator, 2 Drivers, 3 Judges and a Chief
Judge to officiate at the U21 Worlds, Edmonton, Canada; 4-7 July 2019.
 
c) Mediterranean Beach Games, Patras
Mediterranean based officials have been invited to apply for this event to take place 
in Patras Greece. March 10th is the deadline for applications. Appointments will be 
made during the video conference on 22nd  March.

c) ANOC World Beach Games, San Diego
12 Officials applied to work at the ANOC World Beach Games. During a video 
conference which took place on 30th January, the TC nominated, 1 Scorer, 1 Chief 
Judge, 1 Driver and 1 Judge to represent E&A.

d) Officials Seminar 2018,  Prague
The 2018 seminar in Prague was well organised and economic. Candido officially 
thanked the organisers. 

e) Officials Seminar 2019, Antwerp. 29th - 31st March
The 2019 Seminar is due to take place in Antwerp. There is concern that the meeting 
room hire fees are too high which means that a €50 supplement has to be added. We 
need to think about how to keep costs down for future seminars.
Hannu and Stian will co-operate with the other councils, to plan activities for the 
Antwerp seminar. All officials including Level 3 and Skier Judges are encouraged to 
attend. Donal proposed a speed learning iniative involving dividing sessions into 
smaller segments which repeat. This will be developed if feasible.

8. World Rules and World TC Issues

a) Divisional Records at R tournaments
The WTC decided at the December meeting to accept divisional records achieved at 
RC tournaments. There is ongoing discussion as to which performances to start from. 



Candido has proposed that they start from the current World Championship Best 
Performances. Other options are being discussed on the WTC forum.

b) Over 35 shortening speeds
Proposals to modify these are still under discussion by the WTC.

c) Over 35 divisions age category changes
The proposal from the USA is to change the age categories to a 5 year intervals. Bob 
had done some analysis and so far the results are inconclusive. The numbers involved
suggest that it is only really feasible fo rslalom. The matter is still under discussion 
with the WTC.

d) Ramp proposal
Elite jumpers have proposed that ramps be made longer for the '180' jumpers. Old 
ramps with a maximum length of 6.8 would still be in tolerance but the proposal is to 
make ramps longer, up to 7.10. The ideal ratio will be reduced from .271 to .266 and 
the maximum height would be 1.86. The E&A TC agrees with the concept. The item is 
still under discussion at the WTC.
Update: At the WTC meeting on February 13th, the proposal to lengthen the ramp and 
reduce the angle was accepted, in a modified form, by unanimous decision. It is 
effective immediately. Please see Appendix 2 for details.

e) Pan Am Games issue
There was an issue at the 2015 PanAm Games involving one country objecting to 
another country being given a re-ride.  Their feeling was that procedures were not 
carried out correctly. Now that the matter has been escalated, the WTC must make 
some decisions on how to proceed. Candido presented to us all, the documentation 
on this so that the E&A WTC members can make an informed contribution at the 
online meeting on March 13th.

9. Athlete commission report and Items.

a) Gate proposal
Manon was asked at the November meeting to seek athletes' opinions on  the 
proposal from Vince Stadlbaur to change the gate rule. (See Appendix 3 for the 
proposal) These are her results:
Survey: 108 skiers out of 150 answers state they are for a change allowing the skier to
miss a gate. 74 of them believe the skier should be allowed to miss one gate per 
tournament set (no matter on which pass) as long as the next pass is fully completed 
(6 buoys + Entrance and exit gates).
There are still some options to be worked through with the athletes before we know 
what is deliverable. The athletes commission will draft a proposal.
When ready, the TC agree that this proposal should be presented to the WTC with a 
view that it is trialled at some Elite events during 2019. 

b) Equal Pay for Women
Organisers should not be obliged to offer equal pay when it is clear that they will 
simply cancel the women’s event if they have to. (lack of competitors, impossible to 



justify an equal pay for now)
Possibility of an equal cash prize base + a cash prize bonus divided between men and 
women according to the number of competitors.
A proposal will be worked on by Pro Skiers Committee/Association

c) Elite Skiers Association
Document to be drafted with missions and subjects on which the association wants 
to have control over.

d) Judges Practice before events
Judges have to be ready for big events. Athletes would like the judges at major 
events to spend some time practicing judging the skiers they will have to judge at the 
event. There should be discussion between judges to set and agree on standards for 
unified judging.
The TC view is that this needs to be financed. Officials need to allow more time, 
organisers will be obliged to house and feed for longer. The TC would like to 
encourage the IWWF to use some of its available funds to train officials. Online 
training and testing is the way forward and should be developed further. Donal and 
Christophe will devise a development program.

e) Scores above records
At the November meeting we discussed the procedure to follow if someone breaks a 
record at non record events. An example is when the first place in tricks breaks the 
record leading to the performance to be reviewed. Some points are deducted 
bringing that score below the second placed skier, who has not been reviewed. It was
agreed that the score for the tournament shall remain. The Athletes commission also 
believes that this score should appear on the ranking list. However, there are other 
issues to resolve. The Athletes Commission has been asked to draft a proposal after 
consultation with the athletes. This is still forthcoming and we hope to have a 
proposal in time for the March meeting. 

10. Other Business

a) E&A Tournament website
Hannu invites suggestions on what needs improving or changing. At the moment all 
is working quite well but feedback is valuable.

b) Mediterranean Games
Serbia had written to the TC concerning the make up of the finals at the 
Mediterranean Games. We are aware that the Olympic bodies are examining these 
multi sport games. Serbia sees that it is attractive to have as many countries as 
possible represented in the finals. They therefore propose that any country is limited
to a maximum of 2 representatives in the finals. The TC supports and recommends 
this path.

 c) EMS
Dimos will present the TC a report on the EMS progress at the next meeting in 
Antwerp.

d) Video Streaming



It is proposed that the TC use some of the surplus funds to help organisers of titled 
and elite events finance a video stream. (see 5a). Nigel and Stian will make initial 
enquiries. 

e) Training video
There will be no new video this year.

11. Next Meetings

The next Tournament Council meetings will be:
A video meeting on Friday 22nd March at 2100 CET

Live meetings at the Seminar in Antwerp, BEL.
Thursday 28th and Friday 29th  March 2019
Saturday 30th and Sunday 31st  March 2019, Tournament Seminar

The November meeting will take place in Minsk. BLR

____________________                                           ____________________
  Secretary                                                  Chairman
Inessa Potes Candido Moz

(Prepared by Nigel Talamo)                                          

Original text:  English
The Minutes are subject to approval at the next Meeting.
Federations please note:  The Minutes are sent to all International Officials.  Please pass on any relevant 
information to your National Officials.

Meeting sessions:   Saturday 9th February 2019.  0900 to 1800
  Sunday 10th February 2019.  0900 to 1300



APPENDIX 1
Current status of Officials who did not work during 2018. 

First Name Surname Country Current TC Decision

Judges

Hannelie VAN DER MERVE RSA J2* Africa

Piet VAN DER MERWE RSA J2* Africa

Mireille ALARD BEL J2 Downgrade to J3

Thibault ANDEOL FRA J2 Downgrade to J3

Alain DUBUISSON FRA J2 Downgrade to J3

Christophe JACQUIER FRA J2 Downgrade to J3

Jonathan TORDO FRA J2 Downgrade to J3

Davide NAPOLITANO ITA J2* Downgrade to J3

Stefan RAUCHENWALD AUT J2 J2 Emeritus

Mads ELIASEN DEN J2* Okay for 2019

Gillian HILL GBR J2 J2 Emeritus

Kuno RITSCHARD SUI J2 J2 Emeritus

Vreni RITSCHARD SUI J2 J2 Emeritus

Claudine WUYTS BEL J2 Okay for 2019

Christian LYGUM DEN J2* Okay for 2019

Cecilie PEDERSEN DEN J2* Okay for 2019

Severine CHENTRE FRA J2 Okay for 2019

Gerard COASSIN FRA J2 Okay for 2019

Sandrine CORNAZ FRA J2* Okay for 2019

Roger FOUQUET FRA J2 Okay for 2019

Joel MARTIN FRA J2 Okay for 2019

Brigitte RAYMOND FRA J2* Okay for 2019

Pierre SONIER FRA J2* Okay for 2019

Natalie JONES GBR J2* Okay for 2019



First Name Surname Country Current TC Decision

Menelaos KAPOTSIS GRE J2 Okay for 2019

Ioannis MILIAS GRE J2 Okay for 2019

Barry GALVIN IRE J2* Okay for 2019

Concetta FONTI ITA J2* Okay for 2019

Francesco GALLI ITA J2 Okay for 2019

Jana KACERIKOVA SVK J2* Okay for 2019

Pavol KUBICAR SVK J2 Okay for 2019

Sara GAVELIN SWE J2* Okay for 2019

Catherine REINEHOLM SWE J2 Okay for 2019

Jean Michel CAU MON J2 Okay for 2019 

Patricia DEL BARRIO SUI J2 Okay for 2019 

Martin FENZL AUT J2 Skier

Kate ADRIAENSEN BEL J1 Skier

Clementine LUCINE FRA J1 Skier

Giannina BONNEMAN GER J2 Skier

Marie VYMPRANIETSOVA GRE J2* Skier

Carlo ALLAIS ITA J2* Skier

Scorers

Natalia RYANZINA RUS S1 Downgrade to S2

Gillian HILL GBR S1 S1 Emeritus

Vreni RITSCHARD SUI S1 S1 Emeritus

Audrey COLLINS GBR S1 Okay for 2019

Morten FROULUND DEN S1 Okay for 2019

Christianna MAMALI GRE S1 Okay for 2019

Brigitte RAYMOND FRA S1 Okay for 2019

Patricia DEL BARRIO SUI S1 Okay for 2019 



First Name Surname Country Current TC Decision

Sergey SELIVANOV BLR S1 Query USA work

Homologators

Richard Charles ALCOCK RSA H1 Africa

Piet VAN DER MERWE RSA H1 Africa

Johaness OFNER AUT H1 Downgrade to H2

Marc BUTTIGIEG FRA H2 Downgrade to H3

Ulf LANGROCK GER H2 Downgrade to H3

Alain AMADE FRA H1 H1 Emeritus

Denis GENELOT FRA H2 Okay for 2019

Barry ODELL GBR H2 Okay for 2019

Arnaud RENOUX FRA H1 Okay for 2019

Patricia DEL BARRIO SUI H1 Okay for 2019

Drivers

Brent KEBBEL NAM D1 Africa

Sasa MEDJA SLO D1 Downgrade to D2

Rainer Kent VOGT GER D1 Downgrade to D2

Aristotelis BALAIS GRE D1 Okay for 2019

Daniel HAGANG SWE D1 Okay for 2019

Stig VILLEFRANCE DEN D1 Okay for 2019

Philippe RICAUD FRA D1 Okay for 2019



APPENDIX 2
WTC Ramp decision

It was felt that it was not practical to have a different surface length for different divisions 
in that it would create too much of a problem in ramp change between divisions. The 
council decided to accept the proposal in the following form. 
The specification for surface length will be changed from 6.4m-6.8m to 6.4m-7.1m. This 
will allow existing ramps to remain in tolerance with no change. 
The Open Men angle ratio will change from 0.271+/- .003 to 0.266+/-.005. 
In Rule 13.02 b) the recommended setting will change from 6.75m-6.8m to 6.75m-7.10m. 
In Rule 13.02 h) a 7.10 length marking will be added if the jump is capable of extending the
length beyond 6.8 and still keep other required parameters, e.g. length under water of 50 
cm. 
The Ramp Setting Chart currently says “A combination that lies on the middle line is the 
most desirable.” It will be changed to “A combination that lies on the middle line is the 
most desirable unless conditions indicate that another in tolerance setting would be more 
appropriate.” The Council accepted this proposal by unanimous decision making it effective
immediately. 

APPENDIX 3
Gate rule proposal:  
 
In the event of a skier completing a pass (6 buoys + exit gates) but missing the entry gate, 
the skier will be given the choice to:  - Protest the judges’ decision: the skier goes back to 
the dock and starts the official protest as usual. If the final call is ‘missed gate’, the score is 
0 buoys at the pass in question. If the revised call is ‘gate ok’, the skier returns to the water
to continue his/her set with the option of a warm up pass. (as per the current rules). - 
Accept the judges’ decisions and continue his/her set: the line is shortened as if the entry 
gate had not been missed and the skier continues to the next pass. 6 buoys must be 
completed with both entry and exit gates and the skier maintaining a skiing position 
thereafter to have the previously missed entry gate reinstated. If the skier fails to fully 
complete the next pass (6 buoys + entry and exit gates), the final score will be 0 buoys at 
the pass on which the gate was first missed.  
 
This rule shall be applied for only one missed entry gate per tournament set. If a second 
entry gate is missed, the skier does not get a further chance and is automatically scored 0 
on the second pass with a missed entry gate. The only exception to this is in the instance 
that the second entrance gate is missed on the pass directly after the first missed gate, in 
which case the score will be given as 0 on the pass with the initial missed gate.  
 


